Probing structural dynamics of an artificial protein cage using high-speed atomic force microscopy.
A cysteine-substituted mutant of the ring-shaped protein TRAP (trp-RNA binding attenuation protein) can be induced to self-assemble into large, monodisperse hollow spherical cages in the presence of 1.4 nm diameter gold nanoparticles. In this study we use high-speed atomic force microscopy (HS-AFM) to probe the dynamics of the structural changes related to TRAP interactions with the gold nanoparticle as well as the disassembly of the cage structure. The dynamic aggregation of TRAP protein in the presence of gold nanoparticles was observed, including oligomeric rearrangements, consistent with a role for gold in mediating intermolecular disulfide bond formation. We were also able to observe that the TRAP-cage is composed of multiple, closely packed TRAP rings in an apparently regular arrangement. A potential role for inter-ring disulfide bonds in forming the TRAP-cage was shown by the fact that ring-ring interactions were reversed upon the addition of reducing agent dithiothreitol. A dramatic disassembly of TRAP-cages was observed using HS-AFM after the addition of dithiothreitol. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report to show direct high-resolution imaging of the disassembly process of a large protein complex in real time.